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Abstract. Experiencing art calls for a unique processing mode – this premise has been repeatedly debated during the last 300 years. Despite that, we still lack a theoretical and empirical basis for understanding this mode essential to understanding experiencing of art. We begin this position paper by reviewing the literature related to this mode and revealing a wide diversity and hardly commensurable theoretical approaches. This might be an important reason for the thin empirical data regarding this theme, especially when looking for ecologically valid experimental studies. We propose the Mode of Art eXperience (MAX) concept to establish a coherent theoretical framework. We argue that even very established works often overlook the essence of more profound and so to say “true” art experience. We discuss MAX in relation to evolutionary psychology, art history, and other cognitive modes (play, religion, and the Everyday). We also propose that MAX is not the only extraordinary mode to process information specifically, but that for experiencing art, we evidently need a frame that enables MAX to unfold the full range of art-related phenomena which make art so culturally particular and essential for humankind. © 2023 Society for Imaging Science and Technology.

Imagine that you are planning to visit a blockbuster art exhibition in a major museum. The exhibition is extremely popular, so the museum undertakes certain measures to maximize the number of visitors. First, all visitors are allocated a strict one-hour timeslot for their visit. Second, in order to make the short visit as efficient as possible, all visitors receive information about the exhibition, including images of all the artworks, their accompanying descriptions, and a compulsory order to view them in advance. Finally, in order to prevent visitors from thinking about artworks deeply or responding to them emotionally, which could create chaos and distract the flow of visitors in the exhibition, guards are placed next to potentially “problematic” artworks to ensure that visitors view them only for few seconds.

Surely, most art lovers will find a visit to such an exhibition unimaginable. This is because art is typically and expectedly experienced in relatively quiet, relaxed and spacious environments, under no external time pressure [61, 67] and with psychological freedom to explore and engage with the artworks [see 24]. These together are important in enabling spectators to experience, interact and embrace art and, finally, appreciate art as art.

Importantly, art experiences are often the result of a mode of processing art that is different from the mode of processing ordinary objects. While the latter mode is directed at identifying and processing stimuli quickly and efficiently [7], the former focuses on experiencing material at a certain level of openness [100, 101] or surprise [99]. The hypothetical exhibition described above purposely violates the entrance into this mode, and thus stands in direct contrast to standard art exhibitions, which often embrace and facilitate it [61].

The assumption that beholders enter a specific mode prior to the interaction with art is drawn from a substantial proportion of scientific works, including some of the most influential models within Empirical Aesthetics (EA) research [e.g. 96, 107]. However, the evidence we currently possess seems insufficient to support the existence of this mode decisively. While many philosophically inspired concepts are difficult to test empirically [78], the inconsistency in describing this elusive mode seems to further challenge the understanding and the empirical study of it. It may be that we are facing a cyclical issue: We lack a thorough and cohesive conceptual understanding of this mode, which in turn limits our ability to explore it empirically, leading to unclear conclusions regarding its nature that further confine our ability to define this mode of mind effectively, and so on.

A brief overview of very different works from a variety of fields covering related questions illustrates this clearly (see Table 1). Notably, certain common themes can be identified between these works: People approach art impractically (accounts number: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 20, 22) through simulating perceptual information (2, 12, 19, 20, 21, 22), and remaining open to undergoing various emotional experiences (13, 15, 19, 20, 23, 26).

At the same time, some components are identified only by certain accounts. For example, being in a safe or relaxed atmosphere (9, 20) or expecting to feel pleasure...
Table I. Exemplary conceptualizations of the mode of experiencing art, chronologically ordered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Short Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Mimesis</td>
<td>Plato (375 BC)</td>
<td>Viewing objects represented by artworks in a dream-reality state. Acknowledging that the objects represented are appearances rather than real objects. Forming a mental representation of the depicted objects in mind by freely combining real outside-world and imaginative information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Disinterested attention</td>
<td>Shaftesbury (1671–1713/1961)</td>
<td>Approaching objects identified as aesthetic solely for the sake of their perceptual experience. Devoting complete attention to them, with curiosity to what is foreign and external to oneself, and with no aim to fulfill self-interests through them. Not devoting any attention to our preconceptions of the world; these may limit our ability to make true, independent and free judgments of the objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Aesthetic attitude</td>
<td>Alison [1]</td>
<td>Approaching objects of nature or art purposively without purpose. That is, approaching objects with the intent to derive pleasure from them, but impractically, with no will to possess them, without developing any expectations regarding the experience or the use of them, and by applying only feelings (and not predefined criteria - concepts) to the evaluation of them. This enables the open-ended intuitive generation and linkage of associations, defined as the free harmonious interplay between imagination and understanding in the mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Aesthetic judgment</td>
<td>Kant [81]</td>
<td>Approaching objects identified as aesthetic solely for the sake of their perceptual experience. Devoting complete attention to them, with curiosity to what is foreign and external to oneself, and with no aim to fulfill self-interests through them. Not devoting any attention to our preconceptions of the world; these may limit our ability to make true, independent and free judgments of the objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Non-relational attention</td>
<td>Schopenhauer [114]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. As-if, Make-Believe state</td>
<td>Husserl [80]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Physical distance</td>
<td>Bullough [22]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Art experience</td>
<td>Dewey [50]</td>
<td>Approaching objects identified as aesthetic solely for the sake of their perceptual experience. Devoting complete attention to them, with curiosity to what is foreign and external to oneself, and with no aim to fulfill self-interests through them. Not devoting any attention to our preconceptions of the world; these may limit our ability to make true, independent and free judgments of the objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Aura</td>
<td>Benjamin [13]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Aesthetic vision</td>
<td>Tomas [124]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Liminality</td>
<td>Turner [128]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Aesthetic point of view</td>
<td>Beardsley [10]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. (Observer’s) Set</td>
<td>Kreitler and Kreitler [86]</td>
<td>Approaching art impractically, detached from the context of one’s needs, and ends by relating to it “objectively”. Interpreting one’s “subjective” affections and feelings as characteristics of the artwork rather than one’s internal world.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Flow</td>
<td>Csikszentmihalyi [37]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Thinking I, Being I</td>
<td>Cupchik [38, 40]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Unwilled Attention</td>
<td>Rowe [111]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. State of Aesthetic experience</td>
<td>Markovic [94]</td>
<td>Approaching art openly, with no set goal. Actively embracing resistances, tensions and diversions as processing proceeds towards an inclusive, fulfilling, undefined and self-expanding end.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1. Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Esthetic mode of viewing</td>
<td>Tröndle et al. [126]</td>
<td>Exploring the objects’ low-level features, which leads to the experience of increased intense physiological, emotional, and cognitive responses to the object compared to everyday objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Art Schema</td>
<td>Wagner et al. [135]</td>
<td>Being in a safe environment, not concerned with immediate pragmatic goals, ready to explore and elaborate the formal features of the work. Expecting to experience pleasure while being “open” to the experience of a range of emotions and feelings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Aesthetic Attention</td>
<td>Nanay [103]</td>
<td>Focusing attention on one object but distributing it among its features. Freely wandering around the object’s low-level features visually, without any practical concerns related to the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Information-craving mode</td>
<td>Fazekas [63]</td>
<td>Attention is focused on one object yet distributed across its features. There are no practical concerns or predefined goals involved. Attention consists of the rapid overt sequential reallocation of vision across many different low-level features of the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Genre Schema</td>
<td>Menninghaus et al. [96]</td>
<td>A more specific version of art schema (see above), in which spectators develop specific expectations regarding the art they are about to encounter based on its genre. This enables spectators to distance themselves from the artwork and more readily embrace its components, as well as their emotions, such as fear, disgust and sadness, freely (in the case of horror or similar genre).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Expecting the Unexpected</td>
<td>Muth et al. [101]</td>
<td>Being in an active mode of searching for meaning and self-extending. Embracing ambiguity and semantic instability (Selns), while defying straightforward information processing, familiarity and security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Aesthetic Attitude</td>
<td>Westerman [137]</td>
<td>Focusing the attention solely on the artwork rather than on information external to it, such as historical or contextual information or one’s personal experience, expectations or desires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Aesthetic Mode</td>
<td>Pelowski et al. [107]</td>
<td>Preparing to engage with art by expecting to feel pleasure. Adopting a detached “aesthetic” focus on form or style without concerns about the object’s meaning, relevance, or use. Being more tolerant of surprise, disgust, and ambiguity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Ecological Art Experience</td>
<td>Carbon [27]</td>
<td>In an art setting (e.g., museum/gallery/fair), individuals attend to artwork openly, often repeatedly, and with physical distance, without searching for ultimate answers or “solutions” to artworks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Many definitions had not been presented as definitions per se and were extracted from the work.

1. WHAT IS MAX?

MAX (Mode of Art eXperience) is a cognitive-affective mode involving higher-order capabilities that differs qualitatively from other modes. People adopt MAX actively but often subconsciously, prior to or during their interaction with stimuli they identify as art due to the cultural significance and experienced ambiguity of art. While in MAX, individuals explore and focus heightened attention on incoming sensory information, detach themselves from practical concerns and default ways of processing information, and draw and link together associations intuitively without a clear goal. Individuals are more open to undergoing affective experiences, including peak and negative emotions.

For an overview of hypothesized processing differences between MAX and Everyday mode, see Figure 1. We define MAX as a cognitive-affective mode; this essentially means that engaging with art can potentially employ almost any component of the mind (APA mentions cognition, affection, and conation as the three traditionally identified components of the mind). It is arguable whether aesthetic appreciation involves all such components [31]; hence one of our main justifications is to define MAX as an art experiencing rather than an aesthetic experiencing mode. Our second main justification is that MAX particularly addresses the mode adopted during the experience of art; therefore using “art” describes it most clearly. This may sound obvious, but previous approaches often employed the term “aesthetics”
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Figure 1. Predicted processing patterns in MAX versus everyday mode. Note, Fig. 1 illustrates predicted typical processing in Mode of Art eXperience (MAX) relative to Everyday mode. Processing proceeds in a semi-hierarchical fashion. That is, attending to stimuli (bold arrow; as either art or non-art) is a preconditioning decision, which determines the mode (MAX or Everyday), and the subsequent perceptual, cognitive and emotional processing of the stimuli. The rest of the processing occurs in an indefinite order (as indicated by dashed boxes). For instance, one may first react emotionally to an artwork (e.g., walking towards the Mona Lisa, feeling excited before actually seeing the painting), followed by the cognitive elaboration of it (on the way, thinking of the meaning of the Mona Lisa) and only then explore it perceptually (finally, seeing the Mona Lisa), and vice versa. In MAX, the processing is potentially iterative and/or simultaneous, as indicated by light arrows located only on the MAX side. For example, cognitive elaboration may lead to further perceptual exploration, which may take place simultaneously with emotional reaction, leading to further cognitive elaboration, and so on. Note that individuals do not need to explicitly categorize any object as art in order to adopt MAX. When walking around an art museum, for example, visitors are likely to assume that the presented objects are art, thus the categorization takes place collectively at an earlier stage. Also, note that attending to stimuli as art does not necessarily mean one adopts MAX (see What is MAX? section). We conceptualize the mode we propose as specific to the experience of art and not a more general mode of aesthetic experience.

According to APA, cognition is defined as “all forms of knowing and awareness, such as perceiving, conceiving, remembering, reasoning, judging, imagining, and problem-solving…” [2]. Affect is “any experience of feeling or emotion, ranging from suffering to elation, from the simplest to the most complex sensations of feeling, and from the most normal to the most pathological emotional reactions…” [2].

We define MAX as primarily a cognitive mode, for two reasons. First, in order to engage with anything as art and undergo an art experience, one firstly needs to attend to the stimulus as art. This view is reflected in both modern
Western [e.g. 11, 43, 53, 54] and cross-cultural historical [e.g. 62] definitions of art. This decision to attend to stimuli as art, a precondition to being in MAX (see Fig. 1), is cognitive. Second, the main differences between MAX and Everyday mode lie at the cognitive level, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Interestingly, notable philosophers have also defined art purely based on the intention to present a stimulus as art [54] or the intention give beholders an aesthetic experience [11]. Thus mere intention, either to experience a stimulus as art or to provide some artistic experience, seems to frame the art experience from the viewer and the artist side alike.

Importantly, some may argue that not all interactions with art involve a cognitive component. Sometimes, we encounter an artwork and before we think about it deeply and attempt to interpret or understand it, we react to it emotionally. However, we argue that we cannot overlook the cognitive decision to attend to the artifact as art even in such cases. This decision can take place subconsciously (rather than explicitly before engaging with each artwork) upon entering the art museum or gallery and assuming objects presented in it are art. Nevertheless, it must be taken in order to adopt MAX. Attending to objects as art then creates the conditions to respond to them with strong emotions or to undergo epiphazizing [26] experiences, but we cannot ignore the cognitive attentional underpinnings of such emotional reactions.

Mode is “a characteristic manner of behavior or way of doing things, as in a technique” [2]. Indeed, we believe MAX is basically a way of processing information. For some, MAX may act as a behavioral characteristic: They will enter MAX naturally as soon as they step into the museum, the concert hall, or even watch a film at home. They may easily maintain MAX over time and interpret ordinary objects intuitively and associatively, even after leaving the museum space. By contrast, others may relate to MAX as a technique: They may require practice and multiple museum visits to experience art through MAX. Even after entering MAX, they may jump out of it rapidly whenever their attention is interrupted by noise, their own thoughts or other distractors.

Importantly, entering MAX is not tied to any specific art, form, or presentation. We use the example of a museum exhibition because art museums seem to provide the most inviting atmosphere to enter MAX. Those museums are purposely designed to allow visitors to enter and optimize art-specific modes [67], and thus are areas where we typically expect to observe such modes. Additionally, research (us included) tends to focus on the forms of art typically presented in art museums, namely paintings. But we believe that it is certainly possible to enter MAX when watching a play or a dance performance in the theatre, a movie at the cinema, a popular TV series at home, while reading a novel or poetry, listening to music through different mediums, upon encountering a painting in the office, a public sculpture in the park, a piece of architecture in a bustling city square, and so on.

However, in some cases, the art experience will likely not involve all aspects of MAX. For example, while reading poetry, individuals may not explore the material perceptually because the experience of poetry is based on language comprehension rather than sense perception. Additionally, the experience of music may not always incorporate aspects of associative thinking, which is central to other art forms (e.g., painting, sculpture, literature, film) [see 1, 106], because unlike these art forms, music is often less representative of readily identifiable themes [30]. Additionally, music relies on sound, to which people may react purely emotionally, rather than logically [114]. Thus, we believe that in its entirety, MAX describes most precisely, the experiences of visual art (paintings, sculpture, photography, performance, architecture, dance, theatre, film, etc.). However, it is by no means strictly limited to those.

Most importantly, we believe that MAX can accommodate an extensive range of experiences and cognitive styles, as people vary in their psychological needs and motivations to engage with art. Similarly, adopting MAX does not require any specific art knowledge or expertise. For example, some individuals are relatively practical, narrow-minded, and goal-oriented; they show a high need for closure in their daily lives, and have no interest in art whatsoever. They may engage with art quickly and by linking associations in a highly analytical way. Others are more open-minded and can easily let go and immerse themselves in art in search of nothing but an intuitive and affective experience of it. However, given that people in both scenarios pay (even slightly) a heightened degree of attention to incoming sensory information and detach themselves from practical concerns and default ways of processing (to the degree they can), they all appear to adopt MAX.

Essentially, we believe that being in MAX allows beholders to maximize their art experience. But rather than in utilitarian terms (as in the opening example), adopting MAX maximizes the art experience in that it enables beholders to de-automatize everyday processing, sustain judgment, explore meaning openly, consider different points of view, relate to art personally and affectively, imagine, extend their self and much more.

In the following sections, we evaluate the definition of MAX in relation to various fields of inquiry, popular concepts within Empirical Aesthetics (EA) research, and consider evidence supporting its existence. However, we begin by explaining why we believe MAX is vital for EA, by evaluating it in relation to some of the most influential works in EA in recent years. We hope this discussion will highlight the need for MAX not only as a crucial aspect of the art experience but as a framework for viewing the art experience in a more ecologically valid way and conducting studies that reflect this perspective.

2. PART ONE: WHY DO WE NEED MAX?
2.1 Previous Key Works and the Current State of Research in Empirical Aesthetics
In order to illustrate clearly the need for a concept like MAX to be developed, in this section, we consider a number of influential works in EA in recent years [i.e. 88, 107] and
highlight the main issues we identify with them. We do not have the slightest doubt that developing these works required a huge amount of meticulous thought and work, but we nevertheless believe that they do not accurately portray the experience of art as it really is. As these works had and still have a significant influence on EA since their publication, we find it essential to evaluate them here, in relation to MAX and before developing MAX further. We begin each subsection with an open question MAX addresses so that scholars, or anyone interested in EA, may wish to consider further. As we cannot explain each model in detail here, we wish to refer readers who wish to get a broader understanding of each model to the respective original paper.

2.2 Are Scholars Interested in Art or Aesthetics?
Whether or not the study of the psychological mechanisms governing the experience of art should be separated from the study of aesthetics is still an open question [85]. In fact, it seems that what exactly constitutes an aesthetic experience is not entirely agreed upon [31]. To date, EA comprises the study of art and aesthetics; scholars argue that it is important to draw clear lines between these topics of inquiry. For example, the model of aesthetic appreciation and aesthetic judgments [88] clearly states that it aims primarily to explain the process of evaluating paintings, specifically paintings from the Modern era. Therefore, the question arises as to why the model is presented as a model of aesthetic appreciation. Is the aesthetic experience akin to the art experience, and is the art experience, in general, akin to the experience of paintings and modern paintings in particular?

What is more, the term aesthetics is never defined in the paper. In parts, Leder et al. [88] incline (inexplicily) towards Fechner's conceptualization of aesthetics as any pleasurable sensuous experience, while in others, they hint at Kant's [81] account of aesthetics as essentially the study of beauty (besides the sublime). By focusing on a single sense perception (vision), the paper overlooks the view of [9], who coined the term 'aesthetics' and defined it as any sensual experience. The lack of definition makes it hard to understand what kind of experience or evaluation the model aims to explain.

The question arises why a model should be termed "aesthetic" in a broad sense if it considers only one sense perception and focuses primarily on one form of art (paintings) from a specific era (Modern). A similar question may be applied to various relatively recent approaches aiming to explain the art-specific mode by terming it aesthetic (see Table 1). By targeting the art experience specifically, we believe that MAX draws necessary and clear distinctions between the aesthetic and the art experience. It may help to guide the attention and resources of those interested in studying the art experience towards their phenomenon of interest.

2.3 Why do People Engage with Art?
Another main issue with the model proposed by Leder et al. [88] is the view of the art experience as governed by knowledge, reason, and understanding. According to the model, this experience results in pleasure if and only if the viewer has successfully understood the artwork and solved the problems it had posed (most notable in the cognitive mastering stage). Similar tendencies are reflected in numerous studies focusing primarily on beauty, pleasure, and liking rates, as if those were the most fundamental variables of the art experience [for a critical reflection on these issues, see 26].

One may ask, why would a model of aesthetic processing describing perhaps the most revolutionary period in the history of Western art (whose complexity the model itself recognizes), that time and again broke all rules established in the preceding 400 years of art creation and that reacted to immense challenges, including perhaps the most brutal regimes and wars humanity has ever witnessed, if all they wish is to experience pleasure and beauty and to achieve easy understanding. Viewers who strive for easily understandable and pleasurable experiences seem more likely to engage with Kitsch objects [72, 105] than with Modern art.

Pelowski et al. [107] claim that this striving for understanding in art is rooted in human evolution: Humans aim to efficiently and fluently match incoming sensory information to previously acquired schema to feel safe [29]. However, this claim is incongruent with all evolutionary accounts of art creation and perception we are familiar with, and will be discussed in the next section.

Following these views, with MAX, we do not wish to imply that art viewers do not strive for any understanding whatsoever or that all viewers enjoy a challenge. We wish to suggest that people have different interests and drives to engage with art and that one-size-fits-all accounts are less representative of this myriad of interests. Given the elusive nature of art [for example, see 82], it seems that those who engage with it would likely embrace the challenges it offers rather than repeatedly trying to “solve” them.

2.4 How Structured is the Experience of Art?
The models proposed by Leder et al. [88] and Pelowski et al. [107] describe the interaction with art as a highly hierarchical process proceeding in a series of successive cognitive stages (although more flexibility is allowed in the latter).

Pelowski et al. [107] based their perceptual stages of the model largely on the findings of Nodine et al. [104], despite the multiple limitations of this study. In brief, Nodine et al. (2008) conducted two studies in which relatively small samples (N = 29 and N = 15) of individuals untrained in the arts saw digital reproductions of the same eight paintings (whose selection was somewhat arbitrary) in a predefined order, for 100 ms each in experiment one and unlimited time in experiment two. While the study may have merit, basing a model that attempts to describe the experience of art in real-life contexts on a single study with such low ecological validity [see 27] seems problematic at the outset.

What is more, the model contradicts some of the findings of Nodine et al. [104]. For instance, Leder et al. [88], Pelowski et al. [107] propose that when interacting with art,
viewers must first analyze the artwork's low-level features and integrate their memories in relation to it. Only then can they classify the artwork according to style and form and incorporate their own emotional response into its evaluation (at stage four of the model). By contrast, Nodine et al. [104] explicitly reported that classification and emotional reaction occurred rapidly and automatically at the earliest phase of interaction with the artworks (which correspond to stage one of the Pelowski model). These early processes provided the basis for participants' evaluations of the artworks. According to Nodine et al. [104], these findings illustrate that people tend to make rapid evaluations of artworks' content and appeal, which can explain why viewers may quickly choose to ignore certain artworks during their museum visits.

Thus, even under experimental conditions, the processing of art seems more diverse and dynamic than the models predict it to be in a real-life context. Considering the dynamics involved in an exhibition or a museum visit, rather than the processing of individual paintings in isolation [116], may further reveal that the experience of art defies clear structuring, as the queries and studies below further suggest.

Will the processing of the first painting in a museum visit always proceed in the same pattern as the processing of the 10th, 20th, or the last painting viewed by the visitor? Studies focusing on museum fatigue have shown that attention tends to decrease after 30–40 minutes, leading to significantly shorter viewing times and, most likely, different interactional patterns with the paintings [47]. Similar patterns of interactions have been documented in other contexts (e.g., zoos), suggesting that this is simply a human, not even an art-specific phenomenon [47].

Will the visitor similarly process paintings, regardless of the size of the exhibition/museum they attend? Studies have found decreased visitor interest in single paintings as the number of paintings within an exhibition increased [68] and a tendency to view paintings more than once in smaller exhibitions [24] which is less likely in larger ones [117].

Will visitors always process paintings in a similar way, regardless of whether they encounter them alone, with a single partner, or with their children? Again, Carbon [24] found that compared to viewing paintings alone, viewing as a group results in longer viewing times, while adults accompanied by small children engage with paintings for significantly shorter times, indicating different patterns of experience.

Will a given artwork always be processed similarly, regardless of where it is presented within an exhibition? Tröndle et al. [126] found that a painting's location within the same exhibition greatly affected whether visitors observed it closely or barely explored it at all.

Here we believe that the advantage of MAX lies in its recognition of the complex and highly varied nature of the art experience, which most likely cannot be captured by a series of preordered steps. Within its definition, MAX encompasses a broad spectrum and dynamics of perceptual, cognitive and emotional processes, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.5 Is the Experience of Art Unique?
With their model, Pelowski et al. [107] aimed to advance our understanding of the art experience beyond Leder et al. (2004) and other previous models. Pelowski et al. [107] incorporated top-down aspects into processing artwork-derived bottom-up visual features to represent the interaction with art more fully. This advancement seems vital; however, the incorporation of these top-down influences seems to seriously undermine the model's ability to grasp the diversity of art experiences realistically.

Pelowski et al. [107] applied the theory of the ideal self-image originally developed by Carver [32] as a framework that drives and explains our interaction with art. The ideal self-image theory aims to explain human cognitive processes and subsequent behavior using two clear assumptions: (a) Human behavior is mainly goal-oriented, and (b) human behavior is primarily directed toward supporting one's ideal self-image [32]. According to Carver [32], Individuals seek to experience high self-esteem by always minimizing the discrepancy between their self-image and reality through setting and completing relevant “Do” goals.

Pelowski et al. [107] transferred the ideal self-theory to art. They claimed that when experiencing art too, individuals set themselves different goals, such as “Do understand art”, “Do visit and enjoy art museum”, “Understand a particular artwork”, “Identify the artist”, “Respond appropriately” (p. 88), etc. Individuals either smoothly fulfill these goals or change them during the experience if they cannot readily attain them.

However, it is unclear, and indeed neither discussed nor justified in the paper, how and why the ideal self-image theory can account for the experience of art. In fact, an extensive range of past “classical” accounts (see Table 1) have identified the art experience as unique explicitly because, unlike many other human experiences, it does not bear any relevance to the self (e.g., Shaftesbury, Schopenhauer, Husserl, Dewey), and it does not involve any expectations (e.g., Shaftesbury, Alison, Kant, Schopenhauer, Husserl, Dewey), and it does not involve any expectations (e.g., Shaftesbury, Alison, Kant, Schopenhauer). Being classical does not necessarily make these views true, but regardless of them, it seems reasonable to expect a model with such widespread breadth and aspirations as the discussed model to justify its basic premises. If we simply apply models from everyday processing to the experience of art, we may need to ask - what is unique about the experience of art? If the processing of art is not unique and different from everyday processing, then why do we need a specific model to describe it?

Employing the ideal self-image theory, Pelowski et al. [107] proposed that two top-down factors; namely congruency (between expectation and actual experience) and self-relevance (to art), determine the dynamics and outcome of the art experience. They viewed these factors dichotomously, assuming they are classified as either high or low. These decisions resulted in an unnuanced and inflexible portrayal of the art experience and its outcomes, which due to scope will not be discussed further.
In sum, applying models from everyday processing to the context of art may result in predictions that do not consider, let alone embrace, the unique nature of art. As shown in the next section, MAX stems from a rich and diverse base of numerous sources directly addressing different aspects of engaging with art. Hence, we believe that MAX is naturally more suitable to describe the experience of art and accompany the study of it.

2.6 Summary
The models discussed above may indeed be effective in explaining the experience of a single or a few artworks in the lab, where artworks are shown in a controlled and ordered fashion, one after the other, on a computer screen. However, considering the diversity, dynamicity and complexity of the art experience, it seems that models that aim to portray it as a hierarchical and structured process tend to reach highly speculative conclusions.

Science aims to generate testable (or falsifiable) predictions and significant results by breaking down complex processes and testing their parts in isolation [108]. Such approaches guided EA scholars before, who aimed to answer straightforward questions regarding color and shape preferences and the like by testing such low-level features in isolation and overlooking the principles of Gestalt [26, 41]. It seems that following the discussed models may lead us to a similar situation. By breaking down the art experience into separate parts, we are at risk of reducing it [37] and overlooking its significance as a complete, deep and long-lasting whole [26, 50]. We hope that highlighting the difference between such approaches and MAX clearly demonstrates the importance of considering MAX (and similar concepts) when attempting to study why and how people interact with art.

3. PART TWO: THE MODE OF EXPERIENCING ART IN CONTEXT
In the following section, we unpack and further explain the definition of Mode of Art eXperience (MAX). In turn, we discuss relevant evolutionary, art-historical, and cognitive aspects of experiencing art. We begin each sub-section by presenting a central premise extracted from the definition of MAX that we believe should be justified and proceed by discussing it in detail. We hope that these discussions will help to justify our definition of MAX and to explain why we should expect that individuals approach art with distinct kind of attention.

3.1 The Mode of Experiencing Art from an Evolutionary Perspective
Premise 1: The experience of art is unique because of its correspondence with evolved propensities in our neural system. MAX involves higher-order cognitive capabilities that are rooted in the human ability to imagine, socialize and think creatively.

The study of the cognitive processes involved in the experiencing of art from an evolutionary perspective can be traced back to The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex by [46]. Darwin [46] explored the evolution of the mental power of humans, explicitly concerning art. Since then, various theories and findings have argued for the art’s unique role in human evolutionary development [36].

Davies [48] argued that as stylistically designed artifacts over 100,000 years exist, and manifestations of art can be found in almost every society around the world today, art, or at least aesthetic tendencies, have been around throughout the lives of our early modern ancestors. Thus, the tendency to engage with art is universal [58, 92].

One view in evolutionary psychology is that art plays the role of adaptation, which assumes the closest possible relation between a trait and a species’ development [48]. According to this view, human thought evolved through specific modules that issue specialized, automatic behavioral responses to environmental triggers, which assisted in survival and daily functioning [58]. While these modules were initially independent of each other, it is through the engagement with art and its nature of “floating intentionality” that the human brain developed the capacity to create links between these modules. This laid the grounds for developing other complex cognitive abilities, such as intellectual flexibility, imagination, and creativity (Rawn & Cross, 2008). The fact that active art behaviors, such as singing, dancing, or drawing, evolve spontaneously in the development of almost every individual supports this view. This pattern is characteristic of innate propensities, like language, that are regarded as forms of adaptation [121].

Another view is that if a trait plays the role of adaptation in a species’ evolution, it should leave biological marks that signal its significant contribution [48]. Based on this condition, various studies found no specific brain areas exclusively responsible for the appreciation of art [49] rejected the view of art as being cognitively special. For example, the neural circuits activated during the experience of art were found to correlate with circuits activated during the experience of pleasurable “low-level” stimuli, such as food, drugs, or sex [15]. In light of these findings, some argue that the view of art as special is not rooted in empirical evidence but rather in an 18th-century conceptualization of art as a heightened, sophisticated [58, 92], and superior activity [102]. Nevertheless, such simplistic findings may result from simplistic approaches to brain imaging, and more nuanced models looking at the network level might very well find interesting patterns that could relate to a special cognitive mode.

These perspectives are relevant for better understanding all modes of experiencing art, as each may conceptualize this mindset in an entirely different way. According to the art-as-adaptation view, a specific mode of experiencing art may not only be a necessary condition for maximizing our experience of art but a mode that contributed vastly to our species’ cognitive evolution and that from which many of the cognitive abilities we use daily have evolved. By contrast, based on the art-as-nonspecial view, one may conclude that if the experience of art itself is not unique and does not involve
any special cognitive processes, then beholders are unlikely to approach art with a specific cognitive mode.

Based on the lack of sufficient evidence for any of the above approaches, the art-as-by-product solution has been proposed [for an exhaustive discussion, see 48]. According to this view, the cognitive abilities involved in experiencing art did not provide the ground for but emerged from other higher cognitive abilities central to human nature [48]. Hence, even if engaging with art cannot be associated with any specific brain regions, the experience of art is unique because of its correspondence with evolved propensities in our neural system [49]. This means that the mode of experiencing art may not be the source of but involves higher-order cognitive abilities rooted in the human ability to imagine, socialize and think creatively [36].

3.2 The Mode of Experiencing Art Concerning Modern and Contemporary Art

Premise 2: The prevalent elusiveness, incoherence, and unpredictability of Modern and Contemporary art require viewers to approach art openly by detaching themselves from default ways of processing information and creating their own meaning through drawing and linking associations intuitively.

Danto [44] divided the history of Western art over the last 700 years into two main phases: (1) Medieval and (mostly) Classical art, in which the role of artists was to achieve technical improvements with the main aim to imitate reality more naturalistically. This period ended with the invention of the camera, which proved better in achieving this goal. (2) Modern art, in which artists’ primary goal was to differentiate visual art from other forms of fine art and to acquire independence by “freeing” themselves from the chains of objectivity and imitation of nature or classical sources.

Although notable scholars such as Ernst Gombrich [e.g. 70] and Hans Belting [e.g. 12] may object to this view (both agreed that the story of art is that of individual artists who encounter and aim to solve various problems and, in the process, create new, unexpected problems for future artists to address), Danto’s [44] idealized dichotomy seems nonetheless to capture the overarching shifts in Modern art coarsely. That is, towards art that is more abstract and less committed to any objective truth, which is most relevant to our discussion.

From the viewer’s perspective, Modern art gradually became more challenging to comprehend [69]. This is probably most evident with the arrival of Impressionist art, as painters were committed to creating color combinations and contrasts that intensify the visual experience at the expense of creating realistic presentations of the world [86]. As such, Impressionism offered viewers an experience utterly alien to them [50]. With Cubism, the spectator’s task was hardened, as through the engagement with the painting, the observer moves back and forth between phases of semantic stability and instability [98]—a principle [100] termed “Selns” (Semantic Instability). That is, Cubist paintings offer cues for the presence of recognizable objects, but often from multiple perspectives, which makes the artwork unlikely to be perceived and understood as one complete and good Gestalt [98]. Abstract art further enhanced the viewer’s challenge after meaning [8], as even the small proportion or fragments of recognizable objects in Cubism disappeared, creating objects that consisted solely of shapes, often with no apparent reference to any real-world phenomena. Abstract Expressionism abandoned even the use of those shapes, devoting itself entirely to the exploration of pure color, texture, and action, which sometimes makes the engagement with art fully individual and experiential [123]. Some even question whether those artworks exist if no one interacts with them [35]. Finally, starting with Dada art, but also in Pop and Contemporary art, at times, the viewer can no longer distinguish between a work of art and an everyday object based solely on the objects’ visual features [43, 125]. Therefore, the role of the observer is twofold: First, identifying the object as a work of art, and second, interpreting the seemingly ordinary everyday object in a meaningful way [75, 126].

Notably, as art becomes less defined and readily understandable, the beholder, who wishes to interact with it meaningfully, must abandon the role of the passive viewer and adopt the role of an active co-constructor of meaning in response to the stimuli provided by the artist [60]. This shift expands significantly the number of possible experiences that can take place during the interaction with art: From the emotional response to art to developing interest in it, acquiring insights into its meaning, merely enjoying its beauty, learning about the world or oneself, critically reflecting on society [71], being challenged, both cognitively and morally [40], feeling awe [65], being puzzled, moved or wholly drawn into the artwork [123], or relating to the artwork as a problem to be solved [109].

These dramatic changes forced the audience to re-evaluate their previously held conceptions of art and evidently led philosophers to attempt to redefine art repeatedly. We cannot offer a comprehensive review of art definitions here, but we would like to briefly present Danto’s [43] definition of art, as presented in ‘The Transfiguration of The Commonplace’, as we believe that compared to other influential definitions [e.g. 11, 54] it is both inclusive enough to accommodate all works of art, and informative enough to facilitate our understanding of art. According to [43], an artifact is a work of art if it meets three criteria: It is about something, it represents something and it does so using some expression. Additionally, the artifact is connected to the art world in the sense that it refers to some history and thought about art. Thus, two objects can possess the same low-level features (they can look or sound precisely the same), but one will be a work of art while the other not. This is given that one addresses some topic, aims to represent some ideas, uses some expression, and refers to some “art world”.

Linking this discussion to MAX, we argue that the elusive and unpredictable nature of art, specifically but not strictly limited to Modern and Contemporary art, combined with the assumption that artworks convey ideas and refer to some broader cultural-historical context, enable and possibly even require viewers who wish to interact with art.
meaningfully to approach it with a mode that enables to do so.

3.3 The Mode of Experiencing Art and the Cultural Significance of Art

Premise 3: Processing art calls for a specific mode because of the cultural significance of art.

The relative ambiguity of art (particularly Modern and Contemporary Art) alone does not seem sufficient to fully explain why we may approach art with a specific mode. After all, we can think of other ambiguous situations for which multiple solutions exist that we do not approach with an art-specific mode, such as trying to find our way in an unknown city or completing an unfamiliar task at work. Additionally, oftentimes the ambiguity of art does not reside in the objects themselves, but rather in their presentation as art.

Duchamp's Fountain, for example, is not an ambiguous object in and of itself; what makes it ambiguous is our attempt to settle the dissonance between the visual and semantic insignificance of this everyday object and its presentation as art, which is culturally significant for us. Had we encountered the urinal in a bathroom or a furniture shop, we would most certainly not find it ambiguous at all, as we would not attempt to interpret its physical features in any significant semantic way. Referring back to Danto's definition of art [43], we would not assume that the urinal is about anything, or stands for any abstract ideas, or refers to any cultural history; hence we would not be so puzzled by it.

One notable attempt to explain the cultural significance of art was made by Benjamin [13] with his concept of Aura (see Table 1). Benjamin [13] argued that art possesses an aura due to its critical role throughout human cultural development. As discussed above, engagement with art seems to be a universal feature of human culture [48]. Additionally, early art forms took the shape of religious and magical rituals, and in fact, until modernity, most art operated in the service of religion and thus was distinct from the realm of everyday life for the average person (Benjamin, 1935). Consequently, engaging with art came to be seen as a unique artifact of human culture—artworks came to possess an aura, defined by Benjamin as: “A strange tissue of space and time: The unique apparition of a distance, however near it may” [13, p. 23]. Importantly, this view of art as a practice whose experience is non-practical and bracketed out from the realm of ordinary life, is also reflected in Dutton's [62] cross-cultural definition of art and is likely not Western-specific.

In his seminal essay, “Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reproduzierbarkeit” [The work of art in the age of mechanical reproduction], Benjamin [13] predicted that people's newly acquired ability to reproduce art for everyday consumption of the masses mechanically would lead art to lose the Aura it possessed for tens of thousands of years. However, Modern art, which was born out of and often reacted to these technological changes, has also brought new qualities and challenges to the way we experience art [60].

Judging by the approach many museums adopt today; it seems that art has retained its Aura, as museums invest tremendous resources in attempting to reduce the physical and emotional distance art's Aura naturally creates between artworks and viewers.

Museums try to maintain the atmosphere [16] resulting from the Aura and the possibility for aesthetic sublimation [93] of art while allowing for contemplation, deep inquiry, and direct experience of art. In other words, museums aim to enable the “utmost decrease of Distance without its disappearance” [22, p. 94]. These attempts can be nicely illustrated by the introduction to the “Feelings” exhibition (8 November 2019 to 4 October 2020) in the Pinakothek der Moderne art museum in Munich: "The exhibition ‘feelings’ is about the intuitive dialogue between you and art. This means that you will not find any information about the artwork, to begin with. Nothing to distract you. What does the contemplation of a work trigger within you? What are the feelings, experiences, and memories evoked in you?”. The introduction to Yayoi Kusama’s “Infinity Mirror Rooms” at the Tate Modern, London (18 May 2021–12 June 2022) seems to address similar goals: “…The dots surround you and engulf you, making it hard to tell where you end and where the rest of the room begins. Usually, when we experience art, there’s a clear distinction between us and the artwork. But Kusama confuses it on purpose. To experience her mirror rooms, she asks us to become part of them”.

To sum up, throughout human development and in most (if not all) human cultures, art fulfilled certain societal, cultural, ritualistic or religious roles. This resulted in art acquiring the status of a practice distinct from ordinary everyday experience, that beholders approach with certain respect and distance. Although, since the Modern era, art has become significantly more accessible to all (and through different mediums), it still carries significant cultural prominence, which museums today sometime aim to blur in order to further increase its accessibility. Thus, throughout history and cross-culturally, engagement with art seems to have consistently require specific and distinct attention.

3.4 MAX, Play, Religious Practices and the Everyday

Premise 4: MAX accounts for specific facets of the art experience, but it overlaps with other modes we are familiar with, such as play, religion, and even the Everyday. It is qualitatively but not distinctively different from these modes.

While we view MAX as an art-specific mode, we argue that it bears various similarities to other states of mind we are familiar with. This view is somewhat in accordance with Dewey [51], who suggested that the experience of art is a continuation or prolongation of other, simpler and more prevalent experiences rather than an experience categorically distinct from them. We believe that various issues with previous approaches that may explain our relatively little understanding of the art-specific mode is the lack of consideration of its similarities and differences to other modes, which we, therefore, address here. We
wish to illustrate that many of these modes share cognitive processes and experiential patterns. Importantly, we also analyze the differences between MAX and each of those modes to comprehensively highlight the specific features of experiencing art.

3.5 Play
This mode of experiencing art seems to highly resemble that of experiencing play, even in non-human mammals. Both art and play tend to be self-rewarding, non-functional, and experienced for their own sake [57]. At a cognitive level, the art experience resembles pretend play, defined by Weisberg (2015) as a non-instrumental activity involving some form of representation or acting “as-if”.

Engaging with art, like engaging with pretend play, involves the development and maintenance over time of “as-if” beliefs and the suspension of disbelief [20]. Additionally, engaging with both art and pretend play requires the use of metaphors in the sense that something is “seen as” or “stands for” something else. Lastly, both possibly require being in an imaginative world, distinguished from the “real” world [20]. These cognitive capabilities involved in art and play are based on the abilities to imagine, be creative, and think in abstract terms [20]. In light of these similarities, it is not surprising that some even assume that the ability of humans to appreciate and embrace art has developed from their ability to participate in play [55].

Notably, when cognitively demanding deductive reasoning tasks and counterfactual tasks (i.e., believing in facts that contradict their knowledge, like believing that fish can fly or that bears can speak) are presented in pretend context, children perform better at them, compared to when these tasks are presented in non-pretend context [52]. Such findings suggest that pretend scenarios can serve as a cognitive tool to foster abstract reasoning by prompting children to attend only to current information and detach it from their prior knowledge [52]. Thus, the cognitive mechanisms involved in pretend play may operate somewhat similarly to those involved in MAX in that both seem to be “activated” only in particular contexts.

The striking similarities in the cognitive processes involved when engaging in both art and pretend play seem to precisely illustrate our view that the differences between the cognitive modes are very subtle. We believe that the main difference between these cognitive modes is the heightened attention directed towards the recording and exploration of incoming sensory information, which characterizes the art experience but not necessarily pretend play. However, as our understanding of MAX is still limited, future research exploring similarities and differences between these modes could significantly improve our understanding.

3.6 Religious Practices
MAX also appears to resemble the state people may adopt during religious practices. In both cases, individuals adopt a state of consciousness outside their “normal”, day-to-day default mode [55, 56, 129]. This allows individuals to pay greater attention to and identify symbols, interpret and process them with heightened respect and importance, and reflect on their life, the world, and society from a distanced, broader point of view [61]. Shaftesbury (1671–1713/1961), who revived the art-specific mode discussion over 300 years ago, applied the concept of disinterested attention to religious beliefs before linking it to art. According to Shaftesbury (1671–1713/1961), disinterested attention initially evolves when individuals learn to develop a love for God independent from their own good. Individuals who acquire this virtue and learn to love God regardless of their self-reward may develop it further and learn to enjoy aesthetic and artistic objects, regardless of the practical or egoistic needs these objects fulfill for them [119].

The similarities in approaching and processing art and religious practices should hardly be surprising; after all, for most of Western art history, art was in the service of religion, its main themes were religious, and beholders mostly encountered art within religious institutions (Benjamin, 1935).

Within the psychological study of religious experiences, trait absorption, defined as the tendency to get fully immersed in one's experience [91] is a central concept. It has been found that besides religion, absorption predicts patterns of interaction with a range of stimuli, including art, literature, music, and natural beauty. Additionally, those who score higher on absorption tend to report greater interest in art [91]. Absorption also has imaginative components that resemble pretend play [91]. Moreover, many of the components we see as central to MAX have also been used to explain absorption; detachment from everyday practical concerns and the heightened attention directed to incoming sensory information. Absorption has also been found to partly correlate with openness to experience [91], which is often employed in EA research as a predictor for judgments of art, as both traits share similar components such as artistic sensitivity, awareness of emotional responses, willingness to try new activities, and intellectual curiosity [95].

In three field studies conducted in different churches with over 200 participants, individuals scoring higher on absorption were more likely to undergo spiritual experiences [132]. A series of studies conducted in the lab and a church (the Oude Kerk in Amsterdam) reported a positive correlation between self-reported absorption rates and experiences of awe in response to art [132]. Tellegen and Atkinson [122], who developed the first absorption scale, argued that although some individuals are naturally more easily absorbed than others, in order to be effectively absorbed, individuals may need to adopt a specific experiential mode of intrinsically motivated, effortless involvement. Therefore, physical, social, and cultural context is essential for absorption, as it is for MAX. Individuals are more likely to feel absorbed when present in a context that signals to them they could feel so [132].

Despite these similarities, it seems relatively easier to identify differences between art- and religious-state compared to art- and pretend-play-state. While we view
MAX as primarily cognitive, absorption seems to have a stronger affective component [91]. Thus, associative thinking, central to MAX, seems to play a lesser role within experiences of absorption, where processing is somewhat less "sensible". Additionally, in MAX, the experience is centered around certain stimuli and their perceptual exploration. By contrast, during absorption, individuals are likely to feel immersed within their thoughts or feelings to the degree that they may report seeing or hearing things that do not exist in their immediate surroundings or even in reality (as far as we know) [132].

3.7 Everyday Perception
In contrast to the mindsets adopted during play, religion and the experience of art, Everyday mode often guides behavior in a largely automatic way, with minimal thoughts [7], and attention [103] involved with the aim of acquiring clear information [34] and to reduce uncertainty [14]. In Everyday mode, individuals are guided mainly by previous experiences and familiarity with the surrounding environment and are less likely to experience emotions resulting from unpredictable stimulations [139].

Ordinary perception has been described as hypotheses testing [73] or predictive coding [130]. Both concepts propose that incoming perceptual information does not consist simply of information the brain "objectively" records from the external environment. Rather, the brain function like a Bayesian machine: Based on previous experience, it develops expectations against which incoming sensory information is constantly tested to form cognition. Gestalt principles may account for similar processes: The brain simplifies incoming sensory information in order to make perception and action easier and faster for the individual [133].

Taken together, the above phenomena have clear advantages for the individual, as the cognitive processes that initiate and control behaviour come to be performed quickly, in parallel with other activities or thoughts, and with minimal attention. These allow for conserving regulatory strength for crucial decisions [139]. For a proposed overview of the differences in processing information between MAX and Everyday state, see Fig. 1.

3.8 Distinctive or Related Modes?
Dissanayake [57] suggested that what links the cognitive modes of art, play, and religion and differentiates these modes from Everyday mode is the tendency to "make special". That is, to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary and treat daily objects as unique and detached from everyday concerns [57]. However, further delving into the nature of these modes may reveal a more nuanced picture.

First, the mode of "making special" seems to be adopted when we experience the external world in general. It may allow us to find significance and personal resonance in a large variety of objects, such as a wandering cloud, an old window, or a "lonely" tree.

In contrast, MAX is adopted while encountering objects we had initially identified as art, and that we often assume had been intentionally charged with expressions and metaphors, were created to convey certain feelings or ideas, and carry some cultural significance [43, 45, 79]. Therefore, the nature of associations we draw while being in MAX is likely to differ markedly from the kind of associations we draw while in the mode of "making special". For this reason, in contrast to most previous approaches, see Table I.

Second, it is often held that the mode we adopt during the interaction with art is categorically separable from the mode of everyday life [e.g. 103]. However, we argue that like the relation between MAX and the mode of "making special", MAX and the mode of the Everyday are not definitively different, as we can identify some shared mechanisms between them. For example, in art, like in everyday life, we are likely to (even unintentionally) use contextual cues in order to predict and more efficiently perceive objects in the environment [17, 69]. When individuals viewed degraded objects in isolation, they failed to recognize them, but when the objects were presented within a painting (e.g., a boat in the sea), expectations derived from scene information were used to shape explicit representations of these objects, which were also readily identified [17]. Thus, the concept of predictive coding, derived from everyday cognition, is relevant to and even seen by some as fundamental in explaining our appetite for art [49].

Similarly, the abilities to imagine and understand symbols and metaphors, which are so central to the experience of art, are utilized even in most daily situations. Banknotes, for example, would not have any significant objective worth unless we agreed to imagine that these pieces of (highly used) paper metaphorically symbolize or represent (in the sense that an object stands for another idea) some of our most sought-after values [125]. Thus, although numerous significant differences undoubtedly exist between MAX and Everyday modes of processing, some of the cognitive processes that govern our thoughts and behavior in both modes may not be as distinct as often assumed. While we by no means wish to suggest that MAX is merely an extension of everyday processing (we believe that it differs from it in almost any respect), we believe that understanding the similarities between these modes is fundamental to truly understanding the nature of MAX.

We thus propose that instead of portraying the discussed cognitive modes as categorically distinct from each other, we may view them as a spectrum. In art, we engage with objects openly and associatively, guided by the rhetorical tools the artwork is charged with. In a "making special" mode, we view ordinary objects as unique and experience them intuitively and creatively. When being in the Everyday mode, we constantly make sense of the external world, but often subconsciously and through paying minimal attention to the environment. At the same time, some of the cognitive mechanisms underlying information processing are shared between all these cognitive modes. Therefore, MAX is qualitatively, but not categorically different from these modes.
3.9 Cultural Differences

Importantly, some may argue that the distinction we propose here between the impractical, open-ended art state, and the utilitarian, goal-oriented Everyday mode is Western-specific [112]. Similarly, maintaining that a certain degree of physical distance must exist between a person and an object for a person to interact with the object meaningfully is an assumption that does not necessarily apply in non-Western cultures [112]. Saito [113] argues that everyday practices such as gift packaging or lunchbox meal presentation constitute important forms of communication in Japanese culture. Through choices of package material and design, or even vegetable presentation within a lunchbox, senders may communicate moral messages to recipients. Great care is devoted to choices of folding techniques and wrapping materials, implying that recipients are often required to engage with the object physically (unwrap it) to grasp its deep, full meaning [113].

However, Saito [113] herself noted that the ideas conveyed through everyday object design in Japanese culture are limited to moral ideas of thoughtfulness and care. By contrast, art constitutes a much more varied and complex form of communication, whereby moral ideas, as well as emotions, ideologies, or religious feelings can be conveyed [113]. Despite that, Saito [112, 113] nicely demonstrates that art-specific modes are not altogether distinct from Everyday modes. Her detailed analysis highlights the potential of cross-cultural research to reveal the fascinating differences in patterns of experience of both art and everyday objects in different cultures.

3.10 Summary

While our concept of MAX draws inspiration from past philosophical and psychological accounts (see Table I), we believe that basing the concept solely on these perspectives is insufficient, as many accounts themselves seem to focus on a narrow subset of the processes involved in interacting with art or to highlight only certain aspects of art-specific attention. Thus, a concept should acknowledge and consider the immense number of processes and developments that feed into art creation and experience in order to offer an exhaustive and profound art-specific mode, and to explain why individuals may approach art with such a mode. Whether exhaustive and profound art-specific mode, and to explain the immense number of processes and developments that feed into art creation and experience in order to offer an insight into the artwork, even without achieving a complete understanding [97].

These concepts align with Pepperell [108], who viewed states of order and disorder as accompanying each other and even dependent on one another rather than as opposing or competing phases. If anything, the state of order, or complete understanding, defies further exploration and characterizes unmemorable experiences [108].

Stemming from these concepts, we believe that being in MAX is manifested in spectators’ tendency to explore the meanings of artworks openly and freely replacing one frame of reference for another. Spectators have a reduced need to arrive at an end solution to artworks. The concepts of Multileveledness [86], ambiguity [140], breaking visual habits [23] and slow-looking [33] capture these notions precisely, as they highlight the will to elaborate on the various meanings of an artwork and to draw associations regarding the semantic meaning of it freely. Multileveledness describes the capacity of a work of art to be grasped and elaborated on various related or autonomous levels of meaning, each of which is potentially comprehensive, clear, and complete [86]. Likewise, Zeki’s [140] neurological definition of ambiguity suggests that ambiguity is the certainty of the brain of many equally plausible solutions, with each interpretation being as valid and plausible as the others. Selns extends this view by demonstrating empirically how this dynamic unfolds as individuals experiencing art move through consecutive phases of understanding and misunderstanding within a given period [100]. These concepts are also in line with Fechner’s view that each object must offer a multiplicity of
points to attack [64], meaning that each aesthetic object can be understood in different ways and on different levels; there is no one ultimate “solution” to it.

The idea of slow looking extends those views as it describes, and even encourages, lingering experiences of art that may last for significantly more extended periods than the (approximately) 30-second time-frames spectators typically allow for the experience of a single artwork in a museum (the time-frames recorded by different research groups are remarkably similar, ranging from 27 s [117] to 32 s [24]). It aims to inspire individuals to engage with fewer artworks during their museum visits but to freely and patiently explore each artwork and their feelings, thoughts, and emotions towards it without a clear goal [33]. We claim that being in MAX is likely to allow individuals to undergo such experiences. Breaking visual habits describes a broader process by which, over time and repeated exposure, individuals become more tolerant and open to appreciating initially challenging stimuli. Due to the ever-changing nature of our world, this process is ever-evolving and has no end point [23].

Lastly, Kunsterlebnis (Experience of Art) [28], Pleasures of the mind [87] and art epiphanizing [26] provide an overall groundwork for our view of MAX. Kunsterlebnis states the seemingly obvious but often overlooked point that interacting with art is reflecting a process, an unfolding experience, and not a one-off judgment, as (at least implicitly) proposed in numerous studies. The concept of Pleasures of the mind addresses the cognitive underpinnings of such experiences. It refers to ongoing cognitive experiences that result in a succession of different emotions. Those experiences can stem from various stimulations and are considered against pleasures of the body, which are experiences that consist of sensual gratifications that do not result in a succession of emotions and that tend to be shorter in time [87]. According to this outline, tasting wine, for instance, is seen as a pleasure for the body. Although it is a multilevel, complex ongoing experience, it elicits different sensual rather than affective responses in the individual. By contrast, dinner with relatives or one’s environment [26] is compatible with a problem-solving task; it is ideally fluent, and non-challenging. While this may indeed be the case for some interactions with art, ease of understanding, fluency of processing, and lack of challenges seem to be more characteristic of the experience of Kitsch objects than are considered art-relevant and specific [72, 105].

Processing fluency shaped numerous mainstream theories regarding aesthetic pleasure, suggesting that the more fluently people can process an artwork, the more likely they are to derive pleasure from the artwork. This principle applies to the low-level features of the artwork, such as its goodness of form, symmetry, and figure-ground contrast, but also its semantic meaning; how easily understood, psychologically and cognitively, the artwork is. Reduction of uncertainty [59], stemming from the tradition of problem-solving literature, shares with processing fluency the idea that the interaction with art is directed towards understanding and inhibition of ambiguity. It further adds that the experience of art is compatible with a problem-solving task; it is highly analytical, governed by reason, and oriented towards an end solution. Lastly, problem-solving (most eminently represented by Leder et al. [88] states that due to the vast amount of varieties in styles within Modern art (as discussed above), the aesthetic experience can be understood as a perceptual problem-solving process. The perceiver must invest great effort to extract meaning from the artwork, and they feel pleasure when they achieve the understanding of it [88].

Taken together, the above concepts contradict the basic notions of MAX. More importantly, they contradict historical trends within aesthetics philosophy. Considering both groups of concepts in relation to Table 1, it is evident that concepts in the former group seem to naturally follow from those historical accounts, while those in the latter represent a sharp shift from them (we focus on the rather historical accounts as views by more recent authors appearing both in Table 1 and in this section). Recurring themes within these historical accounts are that engaging with art allows individuals to detach themselves...
from concerns regarding the self (i.e., Shaftesbury, 1671–1713/1961), the use of the object or their experience of it [i.e. 81]. Individuals approach art for its own sake and with curiosity (i.e., Shaftesbury, 1671–1713/1961). They may fantasize [80], imagine, explore their feelings [81] and think associatively [1] while embracing resistances and tensions [50]. Essentially, art provides the psychological freedom for exploration and discovery, within which the concepts in line with MAX can unfold and manifest. The concept in opposition to MAX, by contrast, seems more in line with principles of Everyday processing, as presented in Fig. 1.

4.3 Evidence Supporting the Existence of MAX
As mentioned above, MAX is not yet an empirically tested concept. In this subsection, we review previous results that point to the existence of components relevant for MAX. First, numerous lab-based studies have provided evidence for the influence of art classification on art evaluation. For example, studies exposed participants to the same artworks [83] or artworks and non-art pictures [42]. These studies recorded activation in different brain areas when the artworks were presented as art (e.g., as belonging to a gallery collection) compared to non-art (e.g., as computer-generated). Similarly, studies found that participants appreciate the same artworks or non-art pictures more highly when these are presented as art, compared to as non-art [5, 75, 83, 131]. It has also been found that participants evaluate typically aversive feelings such as sadness [77], disgust [135], or negative content in general [66] more positively when these are presented in the context of art.

Taken together, these studies strongly suggest that people approach stimuli differently when they view them as art, which consequently affects their cognitive evaluation and emotional response to the stimuli. However, two main limitations exist that seem to limit our ability to generalize these results to the actual experience of art decisively: The focus on liking and pleasure rates of artworks [25] and that studies are predominantly conducted in laboratories [27]. In the context of MAX, we can speculate whether such study designs offer an experience and a relationship with art to participants at all [see 28], and thus whether these studies concern the art experience or only art evaluation.

Notably, more naturalistically designed studies do exist. Muth et al. [101] found that when video works were viewed in a gallery, they were more highly appreciated and were seen as less unstable than when the same works were viewed in the lab. Grüner et al. [74] reported similar effects of context on interestedness rates of paintings. Wagner et al. [134] illustrated how individuals experienced the same anger-evoking situation as less aversive when it was presented to them as part of a theatre show rather than as a real-life incident.

Spence [118] reported various sources indicating that people are even more likely to embrace aversive odours such as sweat and urine when these are inspected in a museum or a gallery exhibition. Lastly, Tröndle et al. [126] found that visitors to an art museum were less likely to pay attention and show interest in a painting hanging just outside the exhibition hall than when the same painting was presented as part of the exhibition. All these studies illustrate the strong effect of art context on the experience of art. They suggest that a special mode with which spectators approach art and transform their experience into a more open, accepting, and rich one might exist.

4.4 A Framework for Future Research
As mentioned above, we believe that MAX can offer not only a concept but also a framework to study the experience of art. We hope our discussion of MAX will encourage scholars to view the interaction with art as, first and foremost, an experience (rather than a mere set of judgments). Such acknowledgment is likely to lead to developing questions that embrace, rather than reduce the unique nature of art [26].

If we recognize the experience of art as one that is multileveled [86] and that invites deep cognitive and emotional involvement [26], we cannot base our studies on pleasure and liking rates. Those reflect the original interest of EA in studying sensuous pleasures [26, 41] rather than Gestalt experiences. In order to sufficiently capture the complex nature of experiencing art and advance our understanding of it, we need to employ tools that have the capacity to do so [25]. For instance, we can employ scales such as the Art Reception Survey (ARS) [76]. The ARS consists of statements covering various aspects of the art experience, such as cognitive stimulation, expertise, negative emotionality, and positive attraction. Studies can also obtain data that do not rely on self-reports and can provide a more direct understanding of experiencing art, as suggested by Carbon [26] and demonstrated by, for example, [24, 117]. Similarly, qualitative methods, which currently seem sparsely employed, can significantly enrich our understanding by offering deep and direct first account insights into different cognitive and emotional transferred facets of the art experience [37].

Last but not least, we must recognize that the complexity of the art experience often stems from the space in which this experience takes place and the dynamics this space triggers and enables [24, 126], and even from the broader cultural context and the Zeitgeist [28], which are not easily reproducible in the lab [18]. We would like to direct readers to [26] for issues related to capturing the deep involvement with art.

4.5 Summary
In part two we aimed to demonstrate how considering the evolutionary, historical and cultural aspects of art experiencing and processing is paramount to proposing concepts that reflect and highlight the uniqueness of art. We believe that part three nicely demonstrates this argument. Notably, the discussed concepts in line with MAX seem to naturally stem from the discussion of the nature of art in part two. By contrast, the concepts in opposition to MAX seem relatively uninspired by such considerations hence they are more representative of everyday cognitive processes than...
art-specific facets. Importantly, such concepts create certain discourse and shape future research. Hence we hope that besides a concept, MAX could encourage ecologically valid studies regarding the art experience.

5. PART FOUR: FURTHER QUESTIONS
As our empirical understanding of the Mode of Art eXperience (MAX) concept is still limited, we would like to raise several questions for future research regarding the role of MAX within the art experience. We hope that these questions will help to develop MAX further.

5.1 Open Questions
In their highly influential book, Kreitler and Kreitler [86] speculated whether individuals can interact with art without being in the appropriate set (see Table I). Aiming to prove the “aesthetic attitude” (p.13) as a myth, Dickie (1974) provided a possible answer to this query. He described a music student who is purposefully listening to a piece of music to master any tone and note in order to perform the piece at a crucial upcoming exam perfectly. Therefore, the student engages with art without adopting an aesthetic attitude. This, according to Dickie (1974), shows that aesthetic attitude does not exist; an aesthetic attitude is simply an ordinary attitude directed toward an art object. More recently, Carroll [31] argued that the student from Dickie’s example and a person who engages with the same piece of music for no specific reason would undergo precisely the same experience.

However, with this example, Dickie (1974) seems to prove the concept he aims to disprove. He illustrates Kant’s [81] argument (and one of our main MAX’s principles) that what determines the type of experience is the mode one adopts and not the object itself. Dickie’s (Dickie (1974)) student does not wish to adopt an art-specific mode, as she does not approach the piece of music disinterestedly. Thus, she engages with art, but practically rather than impractically, and with a clear predefined goal in mind.

Additionally, Carroll’s [31] argument that attentional mechanisms will have no effect on the two individuals’ perception is highly speculative and clearly contradicts research findings [see 6, 89, 90]. Similarly, it seems highly improbable that the two individuals will undergo exactly the same experience, given that they attend to the information differently [see 19, 115]. This seems akin to arguing that two football fans watching the same match but supporting opposite teams will have precisely the same experience simply because they watch the same match; the spectators will attend to the information differently and thus process it differently.

Following Kreitler and Kreitler [86], the question we wish to raise is not whether one can generally engage with art without being in MAX (that certainly seems possible), but whether one can engage with art openly and freely without being in MAX. Importantly, Wolterstorff [138] argued that the philosophy of aesthetics has long prioritized the rather elitist study of disinterested experiences of art, that do not involve expectations or personal concerns from the side of the beholder. According to Wolterstorff [138], such experiences are seen as superior to art experiences that bear personal relevance to observers, such as liturgies, memorials, or ceremonies commemorating specific events.

In accordance with Wolterstorff [138], we believe that individuals can experience art meaningfully and deeply without adopting MAX, and such experience is by no means inferior. However, we still maintain the question of whether such engagements will consist of the cognitive qualities we see as central to MAX.

5.2 Issues Related to Being in MAX
Bullough [22] and Cupchik [39] raised a fundamental issue related to experiencing art with an art-specific cognitive mode. Given that when we adopt such a mode, we detach ourselves from everyday concerns and view art from a certain distance, would it be morally wrong to engage with art that addresses delicate societal issues (as art certainly does today)? Considering that we may over-distance ourselves from what we view [22], could adopting MAX mean engaging with sensitive topics with an unempathetic attitude?

Additionally, Bullough [22] argued that the art state has a negative inhibitory side; separating from the practical side of things and our practical approach to them. Finally, Dewey [50] expressed his worries that the experience of art, which once was a practice shared by ordinary people and central to their lives, may become separated from the experience of everyday life, through theories that perpetuate this divide.

However, we believe that these queries, for which solutions have been suggested by Bullough [22] and Cupchik [40] themselves, can point to the essential importance of MAX (or the states discussed by these authors). Through detachment from everyday and practical concerns, MAX allows beholders to de-automatize and de-familiarize everyday perceptual patterns [7]. These, in turn, enable beholders to raise questions, engage with topics and empathize with individuals and views they may otherwise feel indifferent or readily oppose to Cupchik [40]. Thus, through art, beholders can become aware of rich insights and feel connected to concerns that normally do not cross the threshold of their attention [22], and from such a perspective, they may not consider while being in a goal-directed day-to-day mode [40]. Therefore, impracticality and detachment are essential advantages rather than drawbacks of adopting MAX.

Similarly, the worries expressed by Dewey [50] regarding the cut out of the experience of art from everyday experience are undoubtedly justified. However, we believe that a beneficial attempt to reduce the gap may be to apply components from MAX to Everyday processing rather than to avoid developing such concepts in the first place. For example, Bullough [22] described how, when experiencing a fog from a practical daily point of view, one may feel disturbed by the acute unpleasantness and physical annoyance of the fog and discomfort caused by resulting transportation delays. However, suppose one could successfully detach oneself from experience. In that case, one may appreciate the natural magic of the fog, the visual fascination it causes through blurring the lines, and the unordinary experience it offers.
while dealing with daily life concerns and rushing between tasks [22]. As history shows, more acute problems may arise when art abruptly penetrates the realm of day-to-day life, and individuals experience it without the needed respect and distance [13] than when individuals apply art-specific processing mechanisms to everyday experiences.

5.3 Conclusion

Empirical Aesthetics (EA) faces various challenges as an emerging field of research. It appears that answers to fundamental questions (e.g., why are people interested in art, how do people experience and appreciate art, how can we study the experience of art) have been put forward without sufficient empirical evidence or knowledge from related, more established fields of inquiry have been sufficiently considered. At the same time, the concept of an art-specific mode of processing has been discussed repeatedly for over 300 years. However, the limitations that currently characterize EA inhibit it from offering an insightful perspective to the study of this phenomenon.

In this paper, we presented the concept of Mode of Art eXperience (MAX), which we deeply hope could contribute to both endeavors. First, the unification of various theoretical approaches and drawing a single, justifiable, and testable concept. Furthermore, by acknowledging that the interaction with art is first an experience and second a complex and dynamic one. Lastly, by proposing a framework to study such a deep experience of art in a more ecologically valid way.
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